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fes SL probe are seen to correspond.
Similarly, correspondence was observed
between v-fes S R homologous restriction
fragments as determined by genomic
blots o f total cellular DNA and the isolated human homolog o f the GA/ST v-fes
gene. The human v-fes homolog showed
no detectable transformingactivity when
transfected to RAT-2 cells by means o f a
thymidine kinase selection system. Molecularly cloned GA/ST FeSV were included as positive controls.
The molecular cloning of human genomic sequences homologous to GAIST
FeSV v-jes is o f particular interest because (i) the c-jes gene is highly conserved and (ii) it is subject to frequent
recombination with type C retrovirus
sequences resulting in the generation o f
transforming viruses (7, 9). Virus isolates o f this class o f not only mammalian
(feline) but also avian (chicken) origin
contain related cellular derived transforming sequences (10). A common feature of the major gene product o f these
recombinant transforming viruses is an
associated tyrosine-specific protein kinase (11-13). In addition, the G A and ST
FeSV gene products exhibit binding affinity for a 150,000 molecular weight
cellular phosphoprotein (12, 14) and
transformation by these viruses leads to
abolition o f epidermal growth factor
binding (15, 16) and production o f a low
molecular weight transforming growth
factor (17).
The finding o f only a single genetic
locus exhibiting significant homology
with the G A and ST FeSV acquired
sequences establishes that the highly related transforming sequences within the
genomes o f these independently isolated
viruses were originally derived from the
same cellular gene. Conversely, molecular probes specific for acquired cellular
sequences represented within the Abelson MuLV genome, an independent
RNA transforming virus with associated
protein kinase activity (11, 18), recognized different human DNA restriction
fragments and lacked detectable homology with sequences represented within
any o f the three cosmid isolates (data not
shown). Thus there must exist at least
two independent loci within the human
genome homologous to viral genes with
associated tyrosine-specific protein kinase activities.
The human carcinoma DNA cosmid
library generated in our study provides a
specific reagent for the molecular cloning o f cellular homologs o f viral transforming genes. In particular, the availability o f this library should be o f value
for the isolation o f those human transforming genes with extensive intervening

sequences. An important feature o f this
system is the presence of a functionally
active thymidine kinase gene that allows
for selection o f minority populations o f
eukaryotic cells containing such cosmids
after transfection. In addition, SV40
DNA sequences situated in one o f the
cosmid arms have been shown to exert a
positive influence on transcription in the
p-globin system (6). I f this sequence
similarly influences expression o f cellular homologs o f viral transforminggenes,
its presence may be important for identification o f the translational products o f
these sequences and a determination o f
their transforming potential.
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Variables on Scatterplots Look More Highly Correlated
When the Scales Are Increased
Abstract. Judged association between two variables represented on scatterplots
increased when the scales on the horizontal and vertical axes were simultaneously
increased so that the size of the point cloud within the frame o f t h e plot decreased.
Judged association was very diferent from the correlation coeficient, r, which is the
most widely used measure of association.
Graphs are mainstays o f the analysis
and presentation o f scientific data. One
reason is that numerical summaries cannot always portray data unambiguously.
For example, the most common measure
o f the association, or relation, between
two variables (xiyi),i = 1, . . . , n , is the
absolute value o f the correlation coefficient, r, which measures the linear association between two variables ( I ) . When
there is no linear association, Irl is 0;
when there is perfect linear association
so that xi and yi lie along a straight line,
Irl is 1 . However, different configura10604-1138$01.00/0 Copyright B 1982 AAAS

tions o f points can yield the same value
of r, relations can be nonlinear, and a
single value o f (xi,yi)can radically alter r
(2).A scatterplot can depict the relation
between xi and yi more reliably than any
single numerical measure. But the use o f
a graph opens the door for perceptual
factors to enter into the analysis and
interpretation o f the data. Although a set
of data has only one numerical value for
a particular measure o f association such
as r , the judged association could change
according to any one of a number o f
"display factors" such as the size o f the
SCIENCE, VOL. 216, 4 JUNE 1982

ested in what the association appears to be to
distribution, from which we can think of
you."
the points as arising, has a density with
4. Let q, for i = 1, . . . , 200 be equally spaced
quantiles o f the normal tiistribution so that
elliptical contours. Two of the features
Q(q,)= ( i - .5)1200. Let u, be the q, divided b y
of the point clouds are the ratio of the
thclr standard error. T h e values portrayed on
the horizontal axis o f the kth scatterplot are
lengths of the minor and the major axes
x,(k) = a ( k ) + pu, for i = 1, . . . , 200. Let v,(k)
be
a random permutation o f the u,; linearly
and the area. Subjects might be using
regress vi(k) on u, and let w,(k) be the residuals
either to judge association.
divided by their standard error. Let rk be the
desired correlation coefficient o f the kth scatterThe ratio of the minor axis to the
plot. T h e values portrayed on the vertical axis
major axis of a contour of the associo f the ?IoO,t are y,(k) = a ( k ) + p[r(k)u, +
( I - (r(k))) wi(k)].Both x,(k) and y,(k) have
ated bivariate normal distribution is
standard deviation p, and their correlation is
v ( 1 - r)/(l + r), since the standard der(k). A difl'erent permutation is used for each
scatterplot. T h e a ( k ) are chosen so that the
viations of xi(k) and yi(k) are equal and
center o f gravity o f the point cloud is at the
the scales on the horizontal and vertical
center o f the plotting frame; p has a value that
places the extremes o f the point cloud for the
axes of each scatterplot are the same. If
smallest scale value just inside the plotting
frame.
subjects were judging association by
5 . F . Mosteller and J. W . T u k e y , Data Analysis
judging the ratio of the axes of the point
und Regression (Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Mass., 1977).
cloud, then the judged scale would be
6. P. J. Huber, Robust Stcrtistics (Wiley, New
g(r), which, as described earlier, is
Y o r k , 1980); F . R. Hampel, J . A m . Stcrt. Assoc.
69,383 (1974).
shown in Fig. 2.
7 . J. W . Tukey and D. H . McLaughlin, Sunkhycr
The area of an elliptical contour of
Ser. A 25, 331 (1963).
8. T h e data for individual subjects generally folthe associated bivariate normal distribulowed the pattern o f the average behavior but
was noisier. A few subjects deviated radicaltion divided by the area of a rectangle
ly, which suggested using 10 percent trimmed
with sides parallel to the horizontal and
means, but the results do not change dramatically i f means and their standard errors are used.
vertical axes of the plot is equal to
9. A referee suggests that the bigger circles in this
.25~
If subjects were judging
association by judging the areas of the
point clouds relative to a circumscribed
rectangle, the judged scale would be Economic Values and Embodied
~ ( r ) ,which, as described earlier, is
In his article "Embodied energy and
shown in Fig. 2.
Neither of the curves w(r) and g(r) economic valuation" (I), Costanza conappears to describe the judged associa- cludes that "With the appropriate
tion (15). It could be, however, that one boundaries, embodied energy values are
of the two geometrical tasks-judging
accurate indicators of market values
axis ratios or judging areas-is
being where markets exist. . . . they may also
carried out but that there are biases in be used to determine 'market values'
the judgments that alter the perceived where markets do not exist" and that
association. For example, it is known "the physical dimensions of economic
that judgments of area and length tend to activity are not separable from limitabe proportional not to the physical quan- tions of energy supply." We uses inputtity but rather to the physical quantity to output analysis to support his conclua power less than 1 (16). New experi- sions and calculates embodied energy as
ments are needed in order to better un- the direct plus indirect energy required
derstand the perceptual mechanism that to produce goods and services in the
U.S. economy.
people use in judging association (17).
WILLIAMS. CLEVELAND Costanza makes two major changes in
Bell Lahoratories,
traditional input-output analysis. First,
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he expands the transaction matrix to
PERSIDIACONIS include the household and government
Stanford University,
sectors. With this change, the total net
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output of the economy is not gross naROBERTMCGILL tional product (GNP) but the sum of
Bell Lahoratories, Murray Hill
gross capital formation, net inventory
change, and net exports. Costanza justiReferences and Notes
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example, is that the household sector
association and 100 means perfect linear associreceives energy from other sectors in
ation" and " W e are going to show you scatterplots and ask you to rate on a scale o f O to 100
what your subjective assessment o f the associa- proportion to employee compensation
tion is. There is no right answer. W e are inter- (modified by indirect business taxes and
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figure get greater visual weight. This could be
investieated bv exoeriments similar to those
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Energy
so on). While it is acceptable to argue in
a national income accounting sense that
the market value of the goods and services received by the household sector is
equal to the market value of the employee compensation received (with modification for indirect business taxes and so
on), Costanza's tracing of Btu flows in
this manner is highly debatable and is, in
fact, double counting (although he argues it is not). This shift of system
boundaries is the most debatable aspect
of Costanza's argument and the most
important.
The second major change Costanza
makes in traditional input-output analysis is the addition of solar energy flows
after correcting for the lower thermody namic usefulness of direct sunlight in
comparison with fossil fuels. He assumes that solar energy enters the economy through the agriculture, forestry,
and fisheries sectors according to their
relative land areas and admits that this
crude approximation should be improved. While it is highly debatable
whether solar and environmental services should be valued in terms of nonmarket-determined Btu flows and added
to the market-determined Btu flows of
traditional input-output analysis, Costanza's use of solar energy flows has
little to do with the conclusions he
reached. This in itself may be of interest,
since he added a total of 51.5 x loJ5
Btu's per year to represent the functional
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